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NetEnt Live ensures product integrity
with Live Fraud Solutions partnership
NetEnt Live integrates Live Fraud Solutions (LFS) to optimize anti-fraud
measures
NetEnt has partnered with live dealer product protection specialist Live Fraud Solutions
(LFS) to minimize risk and enhance game integrity across its NetEnt Live portfolio.
Through the platform’s proprietary tools, NetEnt Live will increase its focus on equipment
integrity, player behavior analysis, integrity checks and improve risk credibility.
Following the LFS integration, stringent processes are in place to detect advantage play
methods such as card counting and tracking, roulette prediction, robot play and bonus
abuse, as well as outright cheating, collusion and shuffle quality analysis
“We are committed to maintaining the highest levels of integrity to offer the safest and fairest
live gaming experience for operators and players. This involves us constantly reviewing our
offering and adding Live Fraud Solutions’ tools to NetEnt Live advances these capabilities to
be the most robust possible,” said Andres Rengifo, Director of NetEnt Live.
“As a global industry leader, we are delighted NetEnt has chosen to partner with Live Fraud
Solutions. We look forward to working closely with the NetEnt Live team to deliver a product
that achieves the maximum levels of integrity,” said Toms Andersons, CEO of Live Fraud
Solutions.
In addition to integrating Live Fraud Solutions, NetEnt Live has also gone from six to eight
decks on its Blackjack tables to further improve the gaming experience for players.
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